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Abstract  

Background:  Conventional CT (Computed Tomography)  
guided celiac block is the most accurate method for celiac  

block guidance the lack of real time visualization, radiation  

exposure & time consuming call the need for real time CT  
fluoroscopy guidance which provide adequate real time needle  

localization and radiation exposure reduction to patient and  

medical staff.  

Aim of Study:  Describe technical ways that the IR (Inter-
vention Radiology) team can implement ALARA (As Low  

As Reasonably Achievable) concept focusing on patient,  
operator and staff, to reduce the amount of radiation used to  

conduct the procedure.  

Patients and Methods:  This study was carried out on 30  
adult patients suffering from chronic abdominal pain related  
to infiltrative or metastatic pancreatic cancer or HCC and  
pain not controlled by WHO analgesic step ladder.  

Guided with CT fluoroscopy Celiac plexus neurolysis is  
performed, maximum filling of the retro-pancreatic space  

with ethanol is an indication of sufficient neurolysis.  

Applying parameters to reduce radiation exposure dose  

in pre-procedure helical scanning as well as get use of safety  
parameters of CT fluoroscopy, the total radiation dose exposure  
was calculated from the patient dose report.  

Results:  The technique was successfully performed in 30  

patients (100%).  

The mean value of total CT radiation beam intensity used  
to perform the procedures DLP per celiac plexus was 46.2  

mGy X cm.  

Conclusion:  CT fluoroscopy guided celiac plexus block  
is an easy and safe method that affords excessive success  

rates, applying ALARA parameters during the CTF procedure  

markedly decrease the affected person radiation dose in  

contrast with use of conventional CT guidance.  
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Introduction  

THE celiac plexus is a complicated network of  
ganglia that relay preganglionic sympathetic and  
parasympathetic efferent fibers and visceral sensory  

afferent fibers to the upper abdominal viscera.  

Located in the retroperitoneal space just inferior  

to the celiac trunk and along the 2 sides of the  

aorta, between the levels of T12-L1 disc space and  

L2 [1] .  

Conventional fluoroscopy lack accurate ana-
tomical details that is why it is often associated  

with a higher rate of complications when targeting  

the celiac plexus, such as vascular and neurologic  
injury [2] .  

The ultrasonography has been described as a  

simple and cost-effective method for use with  

celiac plexus blocks, however, the retero peritoneal  

structures U/S image clarity depend on the patient  
body habitus and requires a high degree of operator  

skill and experience [3] .  

Conventional Computed Tomography (CT)  
guided celiac block is the most accurate method  

for celiac block guidance [4] , however CT has been  
limited as an interventional guidance method due  

to the lack of real time visualization, radiation  
exposure & time consuming [5] .  

The development of new technology contributed  
to evolution of real time CT fluoroscopy for inter-
vention procedures [6] .  

Implementing ALARA in Interventional Radi-
ology (IR) is more complex than in a typical radi-
ography room. Minimizing radiation exposure for  
the patient and the IR personnel, whose dosage is  

accumulated over many procedures and years, need  

to optimize the radiation dose. The doses of patient  
and operator are related, being proportional to the  
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scatter from dose of patient. Therefore, by control-
ling and decreasing the exposure of the patient,  
the radiation scatter is decreased and the dose of  

the workers is reduced [7] .  

Modern multidetector CT scanners include a  
radiation dose report that delineates the CT dose  

index by volume (CTDIvol) and Dose-Length  
Product (DLP) for each acquired series and gives  

the DLP for the entire examination, a convenient  

estimate of the total absorbed dose [8] .  

CTDIvol value represents a quantification of  
the emitted radiation but is not an estimate of the  

patient's radiation dose, the DLP is the product of  

the CTDIvol and the length of the CT scan and is  
reported in units of mGy X cm, the DLP charac-
terizes the total ionizing energy imparted to the  
reference phantom for a given examination and  
can be used to calculate dose to the patient [8] .  

Many elements affect the radiation dose during  
a CT-guided interventional procedure. These factors  

include the number of scans, slice thickness, pitch,  

tube current, gantry rotation time, tube voltage,  
and length of the scan in the longitudinal direction.  
All of these factors can be modified and should be  

considered when planning a procedure with the  
understanding that they will affect the radiation  

dose [9] .  

More than 90% of the patient dose is adminis-
tered during the helical planning stage of CT-
guided fluoroscopy. Thus, the greatest dose reduc-
tion is achieved by optimizing planning image  

parameters [10] .  

Preprocedure helical CT planning images are  

primarily obtained for lesion localization rather  
than characterization, allowing the use of very  

low-dose protocols [8] .  

Any of the following four steps may be taken  
to effectively decrease patient dose during the  

planning phase: (A) Decrease craniocaudal scan  

length (the z-axis), (B) Decrease beam energy  
(kVp), (C) Decrease photon fluence (mA), or (D)  

Increase pitch [9] .  

Patients and Methods  

Thirty patients (9 females, 21 males), (mean  

age, 50.4±4.83 years), suffering from uncontrolled  
upper abdominal pain due hepatocellular carcinoma  

(20 patients) and pancreatic cancer (10 patients)  

were enrolled in this study between January 2018  

to November 2019 in Radiology Department at  

our University Hospital, referred from outpatient  

clinic.  

The technique done using Toshiba 160-slice  
AquilionTM PRIME with CT fluoroscopy.  

CT fluoroscopy technique:  

1- Pre -procedure planning: The first essential step  
in real time CT fluoroscopy-guided celiac plexus  

neurolysis is pre-procedure planning based on  
previous post contrast diagnostic CT study.  

Pre-procedure images were reviewed in details  

to determine the patient position, CT approach,  
needle entry site, needle path, and site of neurolytic  

agent injection.  

2- Patient position:  The patient was positioned on  
the CT table to allow for the shortest and least  

complicated route to the celiac plexus.  

3- Helical CT scanning:  Scanogram (antero-
posterior & lateral) for proper localization of  

the dorso-lumbar spine (Dorsal vertebra D12- 
lumbar vertberea L 1) as fixed bony landmark.  
Initially a low-dose scanning protocol was ad-
justed to be (30-50mA) for pre-procedure local-
izing scan encompassing (D12-L1) vertebral  
bodies (least cranio-caudal scan length based  

on fixed bony land mark) to determine local  

anatomy and the optimal skin entry point.  

4- CT fluoroscopy: The video monitor was used  
inside the scanning room. An operator panel  

was used in the scanning room with controls  

available for table movement, gantry lift, laser  
light control and fluoroscopic factors.  

Exposures were activated by using a footswitch.  

The X-ray tube current is adjusted to be 30-50mA  

(depending on the patient body contour) to reduce  

the patient radiation exposure, compared with  

conventional CT (150-400mA).  

5- Celiac plexus neurolysis: Celiac plexus neurol-
ysis is performed under intravenous conscious  

sedation, prognostic block performed by inject-
ing a local anesthetic followed by alcohol for  
celiac plexus block, maximum filling of the  
retro-pancreatic space with ethanol is an indica-
tion of sufficient neurolysis.  

The least number of CT guidance scans needed  
for final placement of the needle were done.  

6- Radiation dose sheet:  For each procedure, we  
obtained the average volume CT dose index  

(CTDIvol) in milligrays and the corresponding  
cumulative Dose-Length Product (DLP) in mil-
ligrays X centimeters. These values were ob-
tained from the CT scanner at the end of the  

procedure as a dose summary sheet and were  

available in the PACS image display.  
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The number of CT guidance scans needed for  

final placement of the needle were recorded.  

Statistical methods:  

Statistical analysis was done by IBM personal  
computer (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA)  

software package version 25.0. Two types of sta-
tistics were done: Descriptive statistics, for exam-
ple, percentage, mean, SD, and range, and analytic  
statistics. p-value less than 0.05 regarded statisti-
cally significant.  

Results  

CT-guided CPN was carried out for 30 adult  
patients. The technique was successfully performed  

in 30 patients (100%), of whom 21 (70%) were  
males and 9 (30%) were females with mean age  

50.4±4.83.  

For each procedure, we obtained the summary  
radiation sheet including the cumulative Dose-Length  

Product (DLP) in milligrays X centimeters, the number  

of trials till the end of the procedure with maximum  

filling of the retro-pancreatic space Figs. (1,2).  

Fig. (1): (A, B) Radiation dose summary sheet, the cumulative  
dose-length product (DLP) 40.1mGy.cm , the helical  
scan DLP was 31.6mGy.cm , the total number of trials  
during CTF was 5 times, (C) Final needle position  
targeting the celiac plexus with adequate contrast  

perfusion.  

Fig. (2): (A, B) Radiation dose summary sheet, the cumulative  
Dose-Length Product (DLP) 51.2mGy.cm , the helical  
scan DLP was 38mGy.cm , the total number of trials  
during CTF was 8 times, (C) Bilateral Final needle  
position targeting the celiac plexus with adequate  
contrast perfusion.  
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The mean number of guiding scans needed  
to obtain final needle placement is approximate-
ly 7 times, the least number of trials was 5  

times, the most frequent number was 8 times,  

only 2 cases of the 30 cases need 9 trials Fig.  
(3).  

The mean radiation dose DLP used to complete  
the CT fluoroscopy procedure was 46.2mGy.cm .  
The mean helical radiation dose DLP was 33.6  
mGy.cm  (72% of the total exposure dose), the  

mean CTF radiation dose DLP was 12.6mGy.cm  
(28% of the total exposure dose) Fig. (4).  

Summary Report for trials  

95% Confidence Intervals  

Anderson-Darling Normality Test  
A-Squared 1.10  
p-value 0.006  

Mean  7.4333  
StDev 1.1943  
Variance  1.4264  
Skewness –0.416763  
Kurtosis –0.655137  
N  30  

Minimum  5.0000  
1st Quartile  6.7500  
Median  8.0000  
3rd  Quartile  8.0000  
Maximum  9.0000  

95% Confidence Interval for Mean  

6.9874 7.8793  
95% Confidence Interval for Median  

7.0000 8.0000  
95% Confidence Interval for StDev  

0.9512 1.6056  

Mean  

Median  

7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.8 8.0  

Fig. (3): Graph shows number of guiding scans needed to obtain final needle position.  

The total exposure dose  

Fig. (4): The mean radiation dose DLP used in helical scan  

(66% of the total exposure dose) and the mean CTF  
radiation dose DLP (34% of the total exposure dose.  

Discussion  

Although the use of CT fluoroscopy carries the  
hazard of radiation exposure to the patient and  

operator, the recently used ultra-low dose exposure  

during the procedure decreased the radiation hazard  

concern. It provides practitioners with reliable  

information on the needle position with the real  

time imaging and the multiplanar reconstruction  
that makes it less operator dependent, more accurate  

and less time-consuming tool of guidance than the  

previously mentioned methods [11] .  

To achieve ALARA for patient doses, two in-
dependent yet interrelated approaches are required.  

First the adjustment of the equipment to reduce  

exit radiation dose during fluoroscopy and radiation  

dose from documented images during examinations.  

Second, to minimize the period of radiation expo-
sure. The skilled operator often reduces the number  

of images captured during the study to the minimum  

that accurately records the study results and allows  

correct diagnosis [12] .  

In our study we meticulously applied parameters  

to reduced patient radiation exposure dose reducing  
the radiation dose in helical scan with least cranio-
caudal scan length based on pre-procedure planning  

and localizing the target point (celiac plexus) in  

relation to fixed bony land mark D 12-L 1 as well  
as reducing the radiation scan dose to the lowest  

level for proper localization of the celiac plexus.  
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We tried to design our studies carefully with  
adequate pre-procedure planning for the shortest  

& safest passage as well as technical training for  

proper use of CTF help to reduce number of trials  
for proper needle insertion which help to reduce  

the cumulative patient radiation dose as we found  
that the number of trials directly increase CTF  

dose and total radiation exposure dose.  

Occupational radiation protection is necessary,  

in CT fluoroscopy. To minimize the occupational  

radiation dose the patient dose should be reduced  
which proportionally decrease scatter dose to the  

operator. Therefore, techniques that reduce patient  

dose will generally also reduce the occupational  

dose [13] .  

The use of CT fluoroscopy for the guidance of  
interventional radiologic procedures markedly  

decreased patient radiation dose and total procedure  

time compared with use of conventional CT guid-
ance [10] .  

Our study confirm that the main radiation ex-
posure dose during CT fluoroscopy was related to  

the helical planning scanning which represent about  

two thirds of the whole dose.  

We conclude that one of the simplest ways to  
achieve dose reduction is to reduce the reduce  
helical scan radiation dose reducing mAs of the  

study as well as reducing the scan length as possi-
ble.  

In our study the patient absorbed dose with CT  

fluoroscopy was 14.6 time less than absorbed dose  
with conventional CT as we found that the average  

DLP of total CTF dose in our study was 46.2mGy  

X cm at a tube current of 30-50mA and tube voltage  

of 100kV compared to study done by Joemai et  
al., [14]  which reported an average DLP of 681  

mGy X cm for biopsies and drainages while the  
procedures were completed at a tube current of  

100mA and tube voltage of 120kV [14] .  

Carlson et al., [10]  stated that use of CT fluor-
oscopy to guide interventional radiological proce-
dures significantly reduced patient radiation dose  
and overall procedural time compared with con-
ventional CT guidance. The median estimated  
patient absorbed dose per procedure and the median  

duration of the CT fluoroscopy procedure were 94  

per cent lower and 32 per cent lower, respectively,  

than those measured with traditional CT examina-
tion (p<.05).  

Celiac plexus is a proper example of a complex  

anatomical structure need adequate anatomical  

verification, in this study we did not assess the  
clinical efficacy of celiac plexus block but ad-
dressed the technical results regarding the complex  
anatomical details beyond the Celiac Plexus Neu-
rolysis (CPN) where the technical success rate was  

100% as regard the proper targeting of the celiac  

plexus in all patient.  

Conclusion:  

During CT-guided interventions, proper pre  
procedure planning and Technical factors, such as  

the longitudinal scan length, number of scans, and  
tube current-time product, can be adjusted to reduce  

patient radiation dose based on ALARA concept.  

CT fluoroscopy guidance for CPN provides  
high success rates in celiac plexus block as it allows  
accurate localization of the needle and accurate  

demonstration of anatomical structures.  
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